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The legendary Land Cruiser. It’s where strength and agility on the outside 
meet space, comfort and versatility on the inside. Genuine Toyota 
accessories personalise the experience. With choices for style, practicality 
and innovation you can express your individuality and tailor your car for 
every twist and turn on life’s big highway.
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Chrome pack 
Your new Land Cruiser will be a focus for admiring glances wherever you  
take it. The chrome pack increases the appeal even further by adding extra 
touches of style.

Accessory pack products are 
available individually. Please 
ask your Toyota retailer for 
details.

Accessory packs 
Toyota accessory packs make it easy to customise your Land Cruiser for added 
style, extra functionality and personal technologies. Each great value pack 
combines carefully chosen accessories that enhance the interaction between 
you, your car and the life you lead.

Exhaust pipe finisher
Chromed stainless steel for 
that look of quality and 
co-ordination.

Rear lower trunk garnish
A dash of chrome highlighting 
the Land Cruiser’s distinctive 
rear contours. 

Side mouldings with chrome insert
Protection for the side panels 
combined with a stylish chrome inlay.   

Mirror covers
The chrome finish adds 
emphasis to your car’s 
sculptural mirror design.
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Functional pack 
Day to day practicality is the theme for the functional pack. A rear bumper 
protection plate, trunk liner and floor mats help protect your car against wear 
and tear.

Toyota Hotspot
Turn your car into a mobile WiFi hotspot for connecting up to 5 WiFi capable devices such as 
laptops, tablets, game stations or phones. The unit wires into your car’s electrical system for 
constant power and uses a SIM card of your choice. See page 26 for details.

Rear entertainment system*
Fun for passengers as they watch a video, view photographs, play games or listen to music. 
Conveniently, the unit removes from its seat-back docking device for security and home use (mains 
to 12V adapter required). See page 27 for details.

Bumper protection plate 
With a brushed stainless steel 
finish for great looks and tough 
paintwork protection. 

Trunk liner
Made of rugged plastic and 
with raised edges to guard the 
trunk carpet against mud, 
sand and dirt.

Multi-media pack 
The user friendly design of Toyota Hotspot and the rear entertainment 
system make the multi-media pack ideal for families, individuals, leisure and 
business.

Textile or rubber floor mats
Protect your car’s carpets with 
your choice of Toyota textile or 
rubber floor mats.

Accessory pack products are 
available individually. Please 
ask your Toyota retailer for 
details.

* Available from mid-November 2013.
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Pinnacle, 18”, black

Pinnacle, 18”, black

Canyon winter wheel, 17” 
Stylish Toyota alloys in a 
design made for winter tyres. 
When the weather turns you 
can switch to winter wheels 
for safe driving while still 
maintaining your car’s 
prestige appearance. 

Pinnacle, 18”, silver
Wheel locks
The rounded profile and 
unique coded key maximise 
alloy wheel anti-theft security. 
Made of hardened steel and 
with a chrome finish to visually 
complement your existing 
wheel nuts. 

Exterior style
Style is personal. It’s about adding extra touches of individuality. Toyota 
accessories give you that freedom. With choices ranging from alloy wheels to a 
rear skirt and chrome garnishes you can create a look for the way you like to be.
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Side bars
Combining the rugged appeal of an off-road side bar with a lustrous chrome finish for contemporary 
urban styling.

Exhaust pipe finisher
The chromed stainless steel exhaust pipe finisher visually converts a mechanical necessity into an 
eye-catching design detail.

Rear combination lights
Designed as an alternative to your car’s existing rear light cluster. The look is refined, stylish and 
ultra-modern.

Mirror covers
Carefully shaped for a secure fit around the indicator light and with a deep chrome finish to 
emphasise your car’s sculptural mirror design.

Rear lower trunk garnish
A dash of chrome along the 
lower trunk edge to highlight 
your Land Cruiser’s distinctive 
rear contours. 

Rear underrun
Powerful off-road design in a 
silver finish for that look of 
city style along with 
protection for the rear 
under-body and bumper.
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Black leather
High quality black leather with matching black stitching. 

Beige leather
Light stone beige leather with matching beige stitching. 

Interior style
For true luxury, there’s nothing to compare with a genuine Toyota leather 
interior. It’s as good to look at as it is to sit in.

Toyota seats are made with top quality leather to give you the ideal 
combination of style and practicality. Leather maintains its shape and 
prestige appearance year after year with minimal maintenance. Also, being a 
natural material, it ‘breathes’ and so increases passenger comfort in hot 
weather and on long journeys.
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Exterior protection
Whether driving through town or country, on long runs or short trips, with 
Toyota accessories you have options to add extra care for your car and 
increased comfort for you and your passengers.

Bumper protection plate 
The brushed metal protection plate helps prevent paintwork 
scratches when sliding luggage in or out of the trunk. 

Sun roof wind deflector
Designed to integrate with your car’s aerodynamics and help reduce cabin wind noise when driving 
with the sun roof open.

Bonnet protector
Ideal for bad weather and country road driving. The protector diverts spray, mud and stones away 
from the windshield.

Wind deflectors 
Aerodynamically shaped to reduce in-car wind noise and buffering when driving with open windows.

Door handle protection film 
Virtually invisible, yet providing tough protection against 
scratching by gloves, rings and keys around the door handle. 

Side mouldings with chrome insert  
Protection for your car’s side panels against minor scrapes 
combined with a stylish chrome inlay. Available in black or 
painted to match your car.
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Interior protection
Toyota floor mats and trunk liners are a great way of protecting your car’s 
carpets against the ins and outs of a busy life. Each is shaped for a perfect fit, 
there’s a choice of floor mat finishes, and all the driver’s floor mats have special 
non-slip safety fixings.

Trunk liner
Ideal for lovers of an outdoor life. The liner has raised edges and is made of rugged plastic to protect 
the trunk carpet against water, mud, sand and dirt.

Trunk liner for floor rails
Especially made for cars with trunk floor rails. The strong plastic liner fits neatly around the rails to 
protect the trunk carpet against water, mud, sand and dirt.

Rubber floor mats
Tough protection for your car’s carpets against mud, sand and dirt. The driver’s mat has special safety fixings to stop it slipping. 
Available in black or light stone beige.

Textile floor mats 
Soft textile on a strong backing for great looks and comfort while 
also protecting your car’s carpets. Safety fixings hold the driver’s 
mat firmly in place. 



 

Carrying and towing 
Toyota carrying and towing accessories add even more capacity to the Land 
Cruiser’s legendary go anywhere, do anything capability. Roof-top storage, 
towing hitches and rear bicycle holders create extra flexibility for exploring 
your sense of adventure.
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Thule Pacific 700 – silver grey

Medium size holder  

Large size holder

Features 
- Weight: 3.20 kg medium, 4.20 kg large. 
- Skis secured between soft rubber for grip and to prevent   
 damage. 
- Central locking system for maximum security. 
- Push release for easy opening with gloved hands. 
- Large holder slides to the car side for easy loading and   
 unloading.

For those big snow holidays
Thule ski boxes have been custom designed to exactly the right 
length, shape and capacity for securely carrying all your winter 
sports accessories.

Thule Motion 800 
Dimensions: 205 cm L x 84 cm W x 45 cm H 
Internal volume: 460 litres 
Maximum content weight: 75 kg* 
Holds: 5-7 pairs of skis, 4-5 snowboards 
Weight: 21 kg

Thule Pacific 700 
Dimensions: 232 cm L x 70 cm W x 40 cm H 
Internal volume: 420 litres 
Maximum content weight: 50 kg* 
Holds: 6 pairs of skis, 4 snowboards 
Weight: 15 kg

Features 
- Open from both sides for easy loading and unloading. 
- High security multi-point central locking system. 
- Grip friendly key cannot be removed until all the locking points  
 are closed. 
- Fits the Toyota roof rack and Toyota cross bars on roof rails. 
- Internal straps for securing the box contents. 
- Made of colour-fast UV resistant ABS plastic.

Simply load and go
The holders install easily and lock securely so you can quickly load 
skis and snowboards whenever the inspiration takes you. They fit 
onto the Toyota roof rack and Toyota cross bars on roof rails.

Just right for holidays 
For jackets and dresses, shorts, shoes and playthings; a Thule 
luggage box is perfect to carry all you need for those big holidays 
and weekends away.  

Thule Pacific 200 
Dimensions: 175 cm L x 82 cm W x 45 cm H
Internal volume: 410 litres
Maximum content weight: 50 kg* 
Weight: 14 kg

Features 
- Opens from both sides for convenient loading and unloading. 
- High security multi-point central locking system. 
- Grip friendly key cannot be removed until all the locking points  
 are closed. 
- Fits the Toyota roof rack and Toyota cross bars on roof rails. 
- Internal straps for securing the box contents. 
- Made of colour-fast UV resistant ABS plastic.

Ski & snowboard holdersSki boxes Luggage box

18.2cm

4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards60.8cm

18.2cm

12.5cm
6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards

12.5cm

80.8cm

Large ski and snowboard holderThule Motion 800 – gloss black (also in gloss silver) Thule Pacific 200 – silver grey

Cross bars 
For use with Toyota roof rails. The cross bars lock onto the rails and form a secure base for a wide 
range of carrying attachments.

Roof rack
Available as either a 2 bar or 3 bar set. The strong, lightweight aluminium design has integral 
security locking and combines with a range of specialised carrying attachments.

Roof rails
Strong yet lightweight permanently fixed rails that combine with Toyota cross bars to create a base for roof-top storage. Available in a black or silver finish.

*Maximum content weight is based on the Land Cruiser’s maximum roof load capacity.



Rear bike holders
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Quick and easy roof mounting
The lockable lightweight design attaches to the Toyota roof rack 
and Toyota cross bars on roof rails and has secure wheel and 
frame grips. Conveniently, the frame grip can be adjusted at roof 
height.

Key product highlights:  Clamp mounted rear bike holder  

Load capacity (bikes)  2 3 1

Total load capacity (kg)  36 45  15

Dimensions LxW (cm)  105 x 58 105 x 75  159 x 29

Weight of unit (kg)  14 17  4.4

Fits frame dimensions (mm)  22 - 70   20 - 80

Vehicle’s holding system  Any genuine Toyota Land Cruiser towing hitch.   Fits square and extruded aluminium roof rack / cross bar 

Powerplug/Rear lights  7 pin or 13pin   -

Safety  Locks bike to carrier   Locks bike to carrier

  Locks carrier to car   Locks carrier to car

  One key system compatible   -

Fulfils city crash norm  Yes    Yes

Miscellaneous         Maximum weight per bike: 20 kg. Fits bikes with disc brakes.  UV resistant plastic. Fits wheel width up to 5.6 cm.

Rear mounted multi-capacity 
For secure transportation and easy loading and unloading. The clamp mounted holder is a universal solution that attaches to all genuine 
Toyota towing hitches.

Flanged

Fixed

Detachable

Towing hitches Towing hitch wiring harness

Toyota towing hitches are available with a flanged, fixed or 
detachable hook. Each provides a strong towing capability and 
will support the Toyota rear mounted bicycle holder.

- 3000 kg towing capacity. The towing hitch is designed for your  
 car’s maximum towing capacity. 
- Supplied with a protective tow-ball cap bearing the Toyota  
 logo. 
- All Toyota towing hitches support the 2 and 3 bicycle version of  
 the rear bicycle holder.   
- The detachable towing hitch has a smart plastic cover to place  
 over the base when the hook is removed. 
- The detachable towing hitch hook attaches or removes by a  
 turning knob that also has a security lock.  

 

Individually designed for your Land Cruiser to seamlessly 
integrate its lights and signals with those on a towed trailer or 
rear bicycle holder.

- Independent circuitry and a fused module eliminate the risk of  
 overloading your car’s electrical system. 
- Fused module prevents a fault in the trailer’s circuitry affecting  
 your car’s systems (your car’s indicators will still work if those  
 on the trailer fail). 
- Cable route safely avoids moving car parts, heat, irregular  
 surfaces and metal edges. 
- No loose cables that could snare road obstacles or interfere  
 when loading/unloading the trunk. 
- Strategic cable protection guards against accidental damage  
 and the consequences of electrical shorting. 
- Available with a 7 or 13 pin socket. 
- Incorporates special water-proofing features for off-road and  
 recreational driving. 

Socket adapters 
Toyota adapters provide a 
durable connection between 
different types of plug 
sockets. They are available in 
three versions:

- 7 pin (car) to 13 pin (trailer). 
- 13 pin (car) to 7 pin (trailer).  
- 13 pin (car) to 12N-12S  
 double socket (trailer). 

Bicycle holders
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Interior practicalities
Everyone has a different in the way of living with their car. Toyota accessories 
respond to those differences by offering extra touches of practicality. Each 
accessory is designed for a special purpose and to reflect individual needs.

Moving load floor
The easy way to load heavy cargoes. It slots into your car’s pre-fitted floor rails so you can load your 
cargo at the trunk edge and then glide it effortlessly into the trunk space.

Cargo manager
Slots into your car’s pre-fitted floor rails and has both a flexible telescopic aluminium bar and a 
textile tensioning belt to hold cargoes securely in the trunk.

Trunk guard – full
A floor to ceiling mesh design that protects the rear of your seats 
and prevents stacked luggage falling, or your pet dog jumping, 
into the passenger area.

Trunk divider
Combines with the full trunk guard to maximise carrying
flexibility. It divides the trunk space for two dogs, a dog and
luggage, or different types of luggage.

Trunk guard – half 
The durable mesh design prevents stacked luggage tumbling 
into the passenger area and is also perfect as a dog guard to stop 
your pet climbing over the back seats. 
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Ashtray / small bin
You can use it as an ashtray or for extra storage. The spring-shut 
lid makes it ideal for both.

Cool box transformer
Transforms 220V into 12V so you can use your cool box for 
refreshments at home or in your holiday chalet.

Cool box
Ideal for picnics and days out. Plugs into your car’s 12V socket to 
keep refreshments either hot or chilled.

Horizontal cargo net  
Clips onto your car’s pre-fitted hooks to prevent bags and briefcases sliding around in the trunk.

Vertical cargo net
The net clips onto hooks in the trunk and has pockets for neatly storing all sorts of odds and ends.
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Innovative technologies
For work, for play, for families and for individuals – Toyota technology accessories are as rewarding as the Land Cruiser itself. They create that essential link 
between you, your car and your way of life.

What is so clever about Toyota technology is that each item in the range has been created from the beginning with the user in mind. Every button, display and 
function is designed for easy operation and to meet a recognised need.

Toyota Hotspot
As the name suggests, Toyota Hotspot gives you internet access 
and effectively turns your car into a mobile hotspot. Simply load 
the Toyota Hotspot box with a SIM card of your choice and, as 
long as you’re in a 2G/3G area, you’ll have instant access to the 
internet and all the web has to offer. 

The Toyota Hotspot connects up to five WiFi capable devices 
including laptops, tablets, smart phones and game systems and 
also enables in-car interaction between them. Importantly, the 
Toyota Hotspot wires into your car’s electrical system to ensure 
constant power supply.

- Designed specifically for in-car use and the special demands of  
 temperature variation and vibration.  
- Automotive design high speed dual antenna that enhances  
 mobile reception and minimises doppler problems. 
- Open to any GSM operator and so allows you to use a SIM card  
 of your choice. It will accept a dedicated data transfer card and,  
 when travelling abroad, you can fit a local card to avoid roaming  
 charges or enable roaming on your card. 
- Over-the-air software updating happens almost automatically. 
- User friendly web interface allows personalisation of Toyota  
 Hotspot functions such as the connection parameters. 
- Easy to use with a simple on/off switch and coloured diodes to  
 inform of status and activity. 
- Securely mounted within your car to avoid trailing wires. 
- Free from the technical problems associated with using a smart  
 phone as a hotspot and also the restrictions imposed by   
 internet providers. For example, the Toyota Hotspot does not  
 limit you to just one user surfing the net. 
- Covered by a Toyota warranty.

Rear entertainment system* 
Great fun and so easy to use. With the Toyota rear entertainment 
system your passengers can watch a video, view photographs, 
play games or listen to music. The system has a 7” screen, stereo 
sound and a remote control so children can watch without 
adjusting their seat belts. Conveniently, the unit removes from 
its seat-back docking device for security and home use (mains to 
12V adapter required). 

Media flexibility
- DVD player with CD, MP3, MP4, WMA and DivX compatibility.
- Compatible with many games consoles (adapter may be   
 required).
- USB and SD card slots for accessing media, video and   
 photographs.
- Smartphone A/V input. 

 User friendly 
- Adjustable 7” TFT screen unit with remote control.
- Top loading disc slot suitable for child use.
- Stereo sound.
- Can be removed from car and used at home (mains to 12V  
 adapter required).
- Optional second module for twin screen viewing.
- Optional wireless infrared headphones.

Reassuring
- Modules can be removed for security when not in use.
- Meets all crash and impact testing standards.
- Does not affect anti-whiplash seat head restraints.
- Integrated installation with no trailing wires or cords.

Wireless infrared headphones 
Superb stereo listening. The optional headphones have 
independent volume control and will automatically shut down to 
preserve battery life when no signal has been received for a 
period of time.

Holder for iPad® **
Fits into the Toyota seat-back 
docking device to provide a 
secure base for passengers 
using an iPad®.

* Available from mid-November 2013. **Available from mid-December 2013. iPad® is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.



Child safety
Caring for young passengers needs careful thought. Be assured, with Toyota 
child restraint seats you have individual options for each age group.

Nothing is left to chance with a Toyota child restraint seat. The fixings are 
secure, the fabrics are robust and the design offers both safety and comfort. 
Whether travelling near or far, you can be sure your most precious cargo will 
be well protected.

Name 

Suitable for:  
Installation

Weight (kg)  
Dimensions H x L x D (cm)  
Features

Baby-Safe Plus
 
From birth up to 13kg (up to 12/15 months).  
Baby-Safe belted base or seat-belt  
3.9  
57 x 44 x 65  
- 5-point safety harness with one pull adjustment.  
- Height adjustable headrest and harness requiring just one easy  
 single handed adjustment.  
- Side impact protection with deep, softly padded side wings. 
- Extra padding to protect a new born baby’s back. 
- Padded headrest with integral cushion for a natural sleeping  
 position. 
- Sun/wind canopy. 
- 3-position carrying handle. 
- Softly padded washable cover. 
- Curved base for rocking and feeding. 
- Chest pads for the child’s comfort.  

Baby-Safe Belted Base 

Compatible with Baby-Safe Plus seat  
Seat-belt

6.0

62 x 37 x 86 (while extended)  
- High performance belted base with easy belt tensioning   
 system. 
- Baby-Safe Plus seat simply clicks onto the base. 
- Foot prop for extra stability. 
- Indicator to confirm: 
 - the Baby-Safe Plus seat is connected correctly. 
 - the foot prop has been extended correctly. 
- Rebound bar ensures a secure fit and reduced movement. 
- Easy press button at the front of base to release the Baby-Safe  
 Plus seat. 
- Rebound bar has a secure snap-in mechanism and reclines for  
 storage. 
- Compact fold for space-saving storage. 
- Base can remain attached in your car.

Duo Plus 

From 9 to 18kg (8 months to 4 years).

ISOFIX or seat-belt

9.0

60 x 46 x 49

- Pivot link system reduces the child’s forward movement within  
 the seat. 
- 5-point safety harness with one pull adjustment. 
- Side impact protection with deep, softly padded side wings. 
- Indicators confirm that the ISOFIX hooks are engaged. 
- ISOFIX arms retract for secure installation and extend for ease  
 of use. 
- Performance chest pads. 
- Height adjustable headrest and harness requiring just one  
 single handed adjustment. 
- 3 recline positions. The seat can be adjusted without disturbing  
 your child. 
- Softly padded washable cover. 
- Ventilation channels in the back help air circulation. 
- Harness retainers make it easy to get your child in and out of  the seat.

Kid 

From 15 to 36kg (4 to 12 years).

Seat-belt 

5.8  

67 x 51 x 46  

- Easily accessible seat belt path. 
- Seat belt guides correctly position the belt over the child’s. 
 shoulder and pelvis. 
- Adjustable backrest allows installation in a wide range of cars. 
- Height adjustable headrest to 11 positions. 
- Washable cover. 
- Pull-out wedge provides a recline position.     
- Seat and backrest separate for easy storage.   

28 29
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01 Warning triangle and  
 first aid kit  
 Essential precautions for  
 whatever may wait around  
 the next corner (items sold  
 separately).

02 Spare light bulbs kit   
 Be sure, be safe, with a  
 complete set of   
 replacement bulbs.

03 Safety kit   
 Warning triangle, first aid  
 kit and reflecting jacket  
 combined in a smart 
 carrying case.

04 Optibright and Optiblue  
 bulbs 
 Stylish high performance  
 headlamp bulbs for   
 enhanced bright white or  
 blue-white illumination.

 

05 Reflecting jacket  
 See and be seen is a golden  
 rule of personal safety.

06 Aerosol paint   
 The quick and easy way to  
 cover those little scratches.

07 Car care products   
 A complete range of  
 cleaners, polishes, oils and  
 fluids available from your  
 local Toyota retailer.

08 Toyota stickerfix™*  
 Stick-on patches for  
 repairing minor paintwork  
 blemishes.

09 Toyota ProTect* 

 Professionally applied  
 ProTect maintains the  
 showroom finish of your  
 car’s paintwork, alloys and  
 upholstery.

Caring
Sometimes it’s the little things in life that make a big difference. Toyota accessories consider the details of helping care for you and your car. 
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*Contact your local Toyota retailer for details.


